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Abstract

Aim: This study investigated whether an occlusal plane error of acquisition can influence on the
treatment planning of maxillary advancement in double-jaw surgeries. Methods: Advancement
of 8 and 4 mm were studied in different groups. For each group, 20 maxillary models were
mounted by a 13-degree platform with superior articulator arm (control group) and other 20
models mounted with 7 degrees (study group). Intermediate splint was obtained by cast surgery
performed in the control group. All the 40 maxillary models were remounted with this intermediate
splint. Measurements in vertical and anteroposterior planes were accomplished pre- and post-
operatively by digital caliper rule and Erickson’s platform. Results: Statistical analysis showed
significant results in two planes. The alteration of occlusal plane from 13 degrees to 7 degrees
modified the final result in vertical measurements: right molar from group of 4 mm advancement
(p<0.0001) and left molar from two groups of advancement (p<0.0001); in anteroposterior
measurements: maxillary incisor from 4 mm of advancement (p<0.005) and 8 mm of advancement
(p<0.0001). Conclusions: Notwithstanding the importance of statistical findings, the result probably
did not show clinical relevance in orthognathic surgery. Clinical studies addressing these concerns
must be supplied in scientific literature.
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Introduction

Correction of dentoskeletal deformities of the jaws, where double-jaw surgery is necessary to establish
optimal functional and esthetic relationships, requires accurate diagnoses and proper treatment planning.

Planning for orthognathic surgery involves integrating diagnostic information from patient examination,
cephalometric radiograph, and dental models. The Frankfort horizontal plane is a common reference plane

accepted to link all this information and it is universally represented by the upper arm of the articulator1. It
is imperative that the angle between the occlusal plane and the Frankfort horizontal plane in the patient be

the same as the angle between the occlusal plane of the maxillary model to the upper arm of the
articulator 2.

An important step to achieve excellence in orthognathic surgery concerns
model surgery, which can provide a more accurate assessment of the surgical
movements, as it allows assessment in all three dimensions3. Face bow is the device that
can transfer maxillary position in relation to Frankfort plane from the patient to the
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semi-adjustable articulator. Unfortunately, this face bow registration
method often creates inaccuracies in the mounted maxillary model
position.

Many authors1,4-5 studied different face bows recordings
to investigate the inaccuracies presented in the maxillary
mounted model in the articulator. Ellis et al. 2 developed a
simple technique of checking the angle between the occlusal
plane and Frankfort horizontal. With the use of a compass,
recordings in the maxillary mounted model were transferred
to cephalometric tracings. A line was drawn tangent to the
compass recordings, and the angle between this line and the
Frankfort line was measured.

An important average value of 7 degrees of inaccuracy
was established with respect to the angulation of the occlusal
plane. However, traditional face bow mounting of dental models
remains with different and difficult inaccuracies to be corrected6.

The three-dimensional position of patient’s external
meatuses or condyles may be asymmetric from side to side;
a shift could happen when tightening the bolts or screws of
the face bow components, which show the sensibility of the
device; some anatomic aberrations or absent structures may
be present and are not reproducible on the articulator 6.

In regard of face bow recording inaccuracies, the purpose
of this study was to analyze the influence of a 6-degree
hypothetical error of occlusal plane registration in model
surgery with maxillary advancement of 4 and 8 mm.

Material and methods

Maxillary and mandibular plaster models were obtained
from a dental manikin with corrected dental alignment.
Twenty models for each group, control and study, were
necessary for this study. The models had a specific number
to permit the use of the same model for maxillary
advancement of 4 and 8 mm. The same articulator adjusted
with the recommended arbitrary average values of 15° and
30°, respectively for Bennett angle and eminence angle, was
used for mounting all samples.

Maxillary models of the control and study groups were
firstly mounted in 13- and 7-degree planes retrospecti-vely
from two splints with a flat inferior surface adapted on the
superior surface of the planes to give a standardized position
of the models (Figures 1-3). This standardization was checked
by measurements made in specific vertical and anteroposterior
points: the tip of the upper incisor and the mesiobuccal cusps
of the left and right first molars in the vertical plane, and the
most convex point of the upper incisor in the anteroposterior
plane (Figure 4). Measurements were performed with
Erickson’s platform and digital caliper similar to the Ellis
technique described5. Models that could not achieve an error
margin of 0.05 mm in the average of measurements of all
mounting models were remounted.

A malocclusion splint was obtained by an anteroposterior
discrepancy simulation of about 4 mm of mandibular
prognathism. The normal (control group) and altered (study
group) maxillary plane angulation data was transferred to
mandibular models: two mandibular models were mounted

Fig. 1. Superior view of the splints with a flat inferior surface adapted with acrylic
resin on the superior surface of the seven and thirteen degrees planes.

Fig. 2. Lateral view of the splints with a flat inferior surface adapted with acrylic
resin on the superior surface of the seven and thirteen degrees planes.

Fig. 3. Lateral view of the maxillary model of the control group mounted in a 13
degrees plane.

by the adapted malocclusion splint and according to each
maxillary model angulation of 13 and 7 degrees.

Maxillary advancement of 4 and 8 mm were performed
during model surgery from two extra models mounted in a
13-degree plane (control group) according to standardized
procedures. A mandible with 13 degrees of mandibular
occlusal angle and operated models as cited above was used
to the confection of the intermediate splints (Figure 5).
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Fig. 4. Measurements realized in vertical and anteroposterior dimension with
Erickson platform and digital caliper.

All the samples of the control and study groups,
totalizing 40 maxillary models, were remounted according
to intermediate splint from maxillary advancement of 4 mm.
It is important to highlight that it was used the mandible of
13-degree mandibular plane angle to set the control group
and the mandible of 7-degree mandibular plane angle to set
the study group. The same measurements performed in vertical
and anteroposterior plane for standardization was applied
and registered as post-operatory values. Forty maxillary
models for advancement group of 8 mm were remounted,
and measurements were registered in the same manner.

Data was submitted to Double F test for homogeneity
of variances, and to Shapiro-Wilk test for normality of
variances followed by Student’s t-test. The level of

Fig. 5. Lateral view of the maxillary model advancement of 8 millimeters and
mandible model with the intermediate splint made from acrylic resin.

significance adopted in the study was 0.05, and calculations
were accomplished by the SAS system (SAS Institute Inc.
The SAS System, release 9.2 – TS Level 2MO. SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Vertical variable did not show statistical significance
between control and study groups in the tip of upper incisor
from advancement of 4 and 8 mm and mesiobuccal cusp of
the right first molar from maxillary advancement of 8 mm.
However, there were subsidies to affirm that the mean
difference of the measures were different between control
and study groups in mesiobuccal cusps of the right molar
from maxillary advancement of 4 mm (p<0.0001) and the
left molar from 4 and 8 mm (p<0.0001) of advancement, as
seen in Table 1.

In the clinical practice, the flattening of 6 degrees of
occlusal plane angle could downward the first molars cusps
of 0.55 mm in right molar with advancement of 4 mm
compared with upward movement showed with angulation
of 13 degrees observed in all control groups from vertical
variable. The left molar demonstrated a similar course: a
downward movement of 0.52 and 0.62 mm in retrospectively
4 and 8 mm of advancement.

Anteroposterior variable showed statistically significant
difference between control and study groups in both 4 and 8
mm advancements (p<0.005; p<0.0001), as seen in Table 2.

Study groups in both maxillary advancements did not
follow the predicted advancement in control groups. The
study group advanced 0.23 mm less than the control group
in 4 mm analysis and 0.5 mm less than control group in 8
mm analysis.

Discussion

Several studies have been designed to compare the
occlusal plane angulation obtained in the articulator with
the occlusal plane in the patient. Results showed great
variation about type or brand of the articulator and the face
bow used. The differences in methodologies applied increase
the variability of the results, even though all studies
demonstrated different angulations between patient and
position of transferred maxilla in the articulator.

O’Malley and Milosevic5 found 1.9 degrees of difference
between the occlusal plane of patients and Whipmix
articulator, 5.2 degrees of difference for Denar articulator,
and 6.5 for Dentatus articulator. Gateno et al.1 showed
statistically difference to SAM’s face bow: 7.8 degrees and
4.4 degrees to Erickon’s face bow.

This study demonstrated statistically significant values
for both planes studied: vertical and anteroposterior in all
measures analyzed, except for the right molar in 8 mm
advancement, considering a hypothetic error of 6 degrees of
occlusal plane transference. The choice of 6 degrees of
inaccuracy is perfectly acceptable for analysis of the influence
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 Advancement Group Average Standard deviation t value p-value

4 mm C -11.950 0.2658 -1.74 0.0898

Upper incisor S -10.35 0.3503

8 mm C -0.181 0.1732 -0.39 0.7019

S -0.211 0.3076

t Test calculated with Satterthwaite method

4 mm C -10.610 0.3641 -5.31 0.0001

Right Molar S -0.517 0.2779

8 mm C 0.5895 0.2458 1.03 0.3112

S 0.4855 0.3807

t Test calculated with Pooled method

4 mm C -0.783 0.2961 -6.86 (S) 0.0001

Left Molar S -0.267 0.1596

8 mm C 0.231 0.2269 9.22 (P) 0.0001

S -0.399 0.2043

(S) Satterthwaite method; (P) Pooled method

Table 1. Average, standard deviation, and student t test for comparison of vertical variable from analyzed groups in
advancement of 4 and 8 millimeters

 Advancement Group Average Standard deviation t value p value

4 mm C 52.650            0.2151 2.93 (P) 0.0058

Upper incisor S 50.385            0.2712

8 mm C 86.040            0.2567 5.21 (S) 0.0001

S 81.050            0.3428

(S) Satterthwaite method; (P) Pooled method

Table 2. Average, standard deviation, and student t test for comparison of anteroposterior variable from analyzed groups in
advancement of 4 and 8 millimeters

in planning the orthognathic movements, as seen in previous
studies, cited above.

A variation of vertical movement was expected in this
upper incisor variable because the condyle axis determines
the aperture amplitude in articulator, notwithstanding the
results were not statistically significant. During splint
fabrication, special attention was dedicate to the incisor
position, so their unaltered position can be explained by the
axis formed by the tip of crowns in maxillary incisor that
transfer the amplitude movement for this incisor axis, thus
determining a variation in first molar’s vertical position as
demonstrated in this study.

The movement that first molars in study group did not
exert to accompany the vertical movement in control group,
or a flattening of occlusal plane, can be considered a
counterclockwise rotation of occlusal plane. According to
Wolford et al.7, some important anatomic alterations were
found in this type of movement such as anterior projection
of chin, increase of maxillary incisor inclination and decrease
of mandibular incisor inclination, increase in the posterior
facial height, and flattening of mandibular occlusal plane.

Esthetic relationships of the jaws with other facial
structures in counterclockwise rotation are also determined
by the center of rotation adopted for the movement. This
study adopted the center of rotation at the maxillary incisor
edge, so the perinasal area, subnasale area, and the nasal tip
could move posteriorly and the chin could come forward.
On the other hand, if rotation is around point A or higher,

then the perinasal area and the nose could be less affected,
but the maxillary incisor edges could come forward, thus
increasing the anteroposterior support to the upper lip 8.

No study has yet demonstrated a relationship between
the decrease of vertical height in first molars in a
counterclockwise rotation and the influence in some soft
tissue point. Coleta et al.9 showed results with different values
of hard and soft tissue after a counterclockwise movement
adjunct with TMJ reconstruction in vertical and horizontal
planes, unfortunately, not applicable in this study.

Doubts about the clinical influence of 0.5 mm of vertical
height decrease in 6 degrees of flattening occlusal plane
founded in this study still persist. Probably, this value, which
is even statistically significant, could not represent the real
problems in clinical esthetic planning and the results in
orthognathic surgery.

Maxillary advancement induces some important changes
in soft tissue, mainly, in the nasal area and upper lip. Rotation
and translation from the subnasale point are typical
movements that the upper lip exerts when maxillary
advancement is performed, followed by the advancement of
the tip of the upper incisor in a soft-hard tissue proportion
of 0.4:1 and 0.9:110-11.

Jensen et al.12 found 78% of soft-hard tissue alteration
measured in the most projected point in the upper lip (labrale
superius) in a 1.9 mm advancement from the tip of maxillary
incisor. In addition to this tendency, Stella et al.13 observed
that postoperative upper lip had a pattern more than 25%
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thinner than pre-operative upper lip in maxillary
advancements13.

Anteroposterior upper incisor lack of projection induces
errors of prediction. Soft tissue never followed totally hard
tissue in maxillary advancement, even with different points
of reference and methods of investigation. If transference of
occlusal plane has inaccuracies, probably the amount of
advancement planned will not be the expected. The same
doubt still remains about clinical influence of little lack of
movements predicted in the orthognathic surgery results.

Developments in different three-dimensional
technologies, such as multiplanar computed tomography and
magnetic resonance imaging scanning and three-dimensional
photography modalities, permit fusion of images that can
provide an accurate and realistic prediction of model treatment
planning in orthognathic surgery14. Digital model surgery
and the obtainment of prototyped wafers for orthognathic
surgery became an accurate and effortless alternative to model
surgery. However, these new technologies are not yet
achievable for oral and maxillofacial surgeons from some
developing countries. In these cases, manual model surgery
still remains the only alternative to achieve excellent results
in orthognathic surgery15.

The authors believe that sensible errors from acquisition
of occlusal plane with face bow and semi-adjustable
articulator technique will not produce serious problems with
facial esthetic and functional outcomes in bimaxillary surgery
that requires pure advancement of maxilla. A limitation of
this study is that only one movement was analyzed: maxillary
advancement. Perhaps, with the exception of non-asymmetric
cases, or in patients with jaw aberrations, a Camper table
could be used as alternative mounting of maxillary model
in the articulator. Analysis of other orthognathic movements
and clinical studies will be necessary to make it clearer and
feasible the use of Camper table as an alternative technique.
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